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GitHub Projects

- A way to organize PRs, issues, and tasks on a Kanban board
- How are these related?

- Breakdown features into tasks per person → task board
- Team collaborates on code repository → PRs
- Notice something wrong? Flag the problem to get it fixed → issues
- Each issue is automatically connected to a task card

- For more details on Projects: 
https://docs.github.com/en/issues/planning-and-tracking-with-projects 

- See resource for creating project boards
- https://docs.github.com/en/issues/organizing-your-work-with-project-boards/m

anaging-project-boards/about-project-boards 
- Try using the "Automated kanban with review" template
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Example Project Board
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- Everyone reviews project status and workflow with this board
- Each stack (column) shows 

a card's status
- Each card is a task that's 

associated with an issue
- Each card can be assigned

to one or more person(s)
- (Optional) The colorful tags

provide additional info to 
categorize the cards

- Manage your own cards
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Alternative View for Weekly Checkpoints

- See "Table" layout in 
https://docs.github.com/en/issues/planning-and-tracking-with-projects/customizing-views-in-
your-project/changing-the-layout-of-a-view 10
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GitHub Issues

- Unrelated to a feature or task, you might notice a change is needed

- Track with issues

- Connect issues to
tasks on your 
project board

- See 
https://docs.github.com/en/issues/organizing-your-work-with-project-boards/tracking
-work-with-project-boards/adding-issues-and-pull-requests-to-a-project-board 11
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- Recall we want to track project productivity and team satisfaction
- Large class size prevents us from closely supervising each team
- Past issues experienced in large Capstone:

- Did not start implementation until too late
- Individuals and teams had questions but did not ask until too late
- Bullying issues and not brought up until too late
- Individuals being frustrated and not brought up until too late

- Goal is to avoid "too late" situations
- Use weekly checkpoints

- Weekly log submission in your repo
- Peer evaluation assessment (same questions each week)

- Weekly in-class support

Tracking Team Progress

12
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- Individuals and teams had questions but did not ask until too late
- Bullying issues and not brought up until too late
- Individuals being frustrated and not brought up until too late

- Goal is to avoid "too late" situations
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Weekly Team Log (Expected Time: ~ 5 min)

- In repo as a new .md file
- One per team 
- Expected content for each entry:

- Team name with work performed start date to end date
- Burnup chart (velocity)
- Quick reminder of username → student name
- Recap your milestone goals:

- Which features were in the project plan for this milestone?
- Which tasks from the project board are associated with these features?

- Table view of completed tasks on project board (by which username)
- Table view of in progress tasks on project board (by which username)
- Test report
- Optional text: Additional context that we should be aware of
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Example: Burnup Chart

- Accumulative view of tasks done, tasks in progress, and tasks left to do

- Visual representation 
of team's velocity

- Planned work 
(straight line at top) 
vs. completed work
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Example: Completed Tasks

- Screenshot from GitHub Projects
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Associated 
task and issue 
IDs

Issue 
title

Team member 
username (redacted)



Example: In Progress Tasks

- Screenshot from GitHub Projects
- Number of In Progress tasks should be relatively fewer than number of 

Completed tasks
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username (redacted)



Test Report

- Put all tests in the tests/ directory in your repo
- Are tests passing?
- Regression testing: 

- Have a script to run all tests (check availability for your framework)
- Ensure new feature does not break existing work
- Script output showing tests run and summary of total tests passed/failed
- Screenshot or pipe output to a dated file and include in repo

- Automated coverage (later)
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Example: 
Test Report

- Django 
test output

- Run command
- "ok" is pass
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Clockify

- time tracking, integrated with GitHub
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Weekly Personal Log (Expected Time: ~ 3 min)

- In repo as .md file
- Same file per person (append new entry to file)
- Expected content for each entry:

- Applicable date range
- Type of tasks you worked on (screenshot from Peer Eval question)
- Recap on your week's goals

- Which features were yours in the project plan for this milestone?
- Which tasks from the project board are associated with these features?
- Among these tasks, which have you completed/in progress in the last week?
- Optional text: Additional context that we should be aware of
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Weekly Peer Evaluation (Expected Time: ~ 3 min)

- Workload distribution questions
- Decision making (e.g. task assignment, design choices, code patterns, stylistic variations)
- Talking/discussions (in-person and online)
- Doing project work (independently or together)

- Satisfaction questions
- Variety of factors on team dynamics

- Types of tasks you worked on in the last week (checklist)
- Additional context

- Acknowledgement
- Problems
- Anything else

26

Your responses will NOT be released to teammates

include in 
personal log
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Weekly In-Class Support

- Before we start
- Have your work merged DO NOT delete your branch history
- Be prepared to do live demo Show up with your development machine

- Meet with TAs (and instructor)
- We will do our best to meet every team each week (still sorting out admin issues)
- Selection based on weekly checkpoints, team needs, and randomness

- While you wait
- Reflect on your submitted weekly checkpoint
- Plan for/work on upcoming week

- Topics of discussion:
- Ensure everyone is following GitHub collaboration process
- Project progress: review task board
- Receive technical opinions and advice
- Team dynamics
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- Before we start
- Have your work merged DO NOT delete your branch history
- Be prepared to do live demo Show up with your development machine

- Meet with TAs (and instructor)
- We will do our best to meet every team each week (still sorting out admin issues)
- Selection based on weekly checkpoints, team needs, and randomness

- While you wait
- Reflect on your submitted weekly checkpoint
- Plan for/work on upcoming week

- Topics of discussion:
- Review GitHub collaboration process and repo insights
- Project progress: review task board
- Receive technical opinions and advice
- Team dynamics
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Next Steps

- Complete team coding exercise
- Complete your first weekly checkpoint, which includes:

- Team log
- Personal log
- Peer evaluation
-

- Next week: Software Engineering
- Software development lifecycle
- Agile development process
- Test driven development
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